Abstract-Aiming at the problem that the matching error between the target template and the candidate template. In this paper, a new target tracking algorithm based on sparse representation of cooperative template is proposed. When constructing the target template, the global and local templates were used to set up the collaborative template to describe the target; in order to further deal with the influence of occlusion factors, the sparse coefficient were weighted pretreatment; Making full use of the local information of the target, and combining the global information, the measurement function was designed to calculate the similarity between the candidate target and the target template. Experimental results show that the proposed method is robust to rotation, partial occlusion and scale change.
INTRODUCTION
Visual target tracking occupies an important position in the field of computer vision, in the security monitoring [1] , the human-computer interaction [2] , car navigation [3] , and many other fields has been widely used. In practical applications, because of the effects of occlusion, illumination changes, rotation and translation, complex background and other factors, the tracking realism and accuracy are not high enough to meet the needs of practical applications.
In 2009, Mei [4] et al. first applied the sparse representation to target tracking. In Ref. [5] , the author was combined with L1 and principal component analysis to reduce the noise interference. In Ref. [4, 5] , we use the global features of the target to establish the target template, the global appearance template can effectively deal with the global appearance changes due to illumination changes or rotation, but it can not deal with the problem of partial occlusion. In Ref. [6] , it was used to detect the occlusion of tracking sequences by using local sparse representation, and occlusion treatment of the target was achieved. In Ref. [7] adopted a local appearance model based on sparse representation and online dictionary learning to track the target, however, when the tracking was not taken into account the importance of local features, it was necessary to calculate the observed likelihood value for each local patch, which reduced the real-time tracking. This paper proposes an improved algorithm for sparse representation of target tracking. Firstly, the global template based on color histogram and the local template based on sparse representation are combined to construct the new cooperative template to describe the target. And then, in the collaborative template, the weight of the global template is reduced, so as to highlight the role of the local template in the processing of occlusion; finally, the target template is updated online to adapt to the appearance of the target.
II. BASIC THEORY OF GLOBAL TEMPLATE
In the video information, the color information is typically characterized by having a rotation and scale invariance. Therefore, we build a global template based on the color histogram. In the first frame, the image of the target area is transformed from RGB space to HSV space. Then, the H component is quantized to 0 
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In the k-th frame image, the candidate target can be expressed as the formula (1) , the target templates are divided into some local image patches, and each local patch is normalized, then these local image patches are used to form a template dictionary for sparse coding of the local image patches in the target candidate region, so as to get the final sparse dictionary, i.e., 
represents the sparse coefficients of all local patches in the candidate target image. Accordingly, the coefficient A can be represented as sparse as follows:
represents the i-th template in A, and
represents the k-th local patch corresponding to the i-th template sparse coefficient.
B. Construction of Collaborative Template
In the framework of particle filter, a new collaborative template is constructed by fusing the global template and local template. In the global template based on the color histogram, we use the equation (7) as the similarity measure function, i.e., 
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When the target is occluded, the local template plays a more important role for determining the tracking results in the collaborative template, so we will be the global template A new likelihood function expression for collaborative template is obtained by the multiplicative mechanism, Where t C represents the likelihood function value of the t-th candidate target, the expression is:  , then the target is in the occlusion state, the template is updated at this time, and vice versa is not updated.
The algorithms of this paper are summarized as shown in Table I:   TABLE I. TRACKING ALGORITHM IN THIS 5. Determine the target motion state: According to the motion model to obtain the current frame tracking target affine coordinates, the target to be tracked is scaled. 6. Update the target template: Update the template by solving the (equations 14). 7. Calculate the observation likelihood: By (equations 13) to calculate the candidate target observation likelihood.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a number of standard video data sets were tested, and we did tracking experiments on 2 challenging video sequences. The selected tracking videos are shown in Table II . The experimental results are compared with three state-ofthe-art tracking methods including the IVT [9] , L1 [4] , MIL [10] , IVT is blue, MIL is green, L1 is yellow, our tracker is red. The proposed algorithm is implemented in Matlab (R2014a) and runs on a PC with Intel Core i5-4210U CPU (2. 
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A. Qualitative Analysis FIGURE I. TRACKING RESULTS OF THE FACEOCC2 SEQUENCE Faceocc2 video sequence is the face repeatedly occluded and the occurrence of in-plane rotation scene. The tracking results are shown in Figure I , the image frames of the tracking results are #12, #180, #272, #428, #707, #819. The method proposed in this paper shows a better tracking performance. In front of 272 frames, four algorithms are able to stabilize the tracking of the target; IVT, MIL and L1 methods are offset by a small amplitude in the #428 frame; in the #707 frame, the scale of the tracking results of IVT algorithm is severely reduced, and the target is lost in the following tracking process, but MIL, L1 algorithm is relatively better performance.
In the Singer1 video sequence, the stage of the female singer in the performance of the process has undergone dramatic change in light and scale change in the scene. The tracking results are shown in Figure II , the image frames of the tracking results are #1, #96, #125, #175, #244,#321. The IVT algorithm has a drift in the #125 frame, and gradually deviates from the target in the following tracking, but the algorithm is not completely lost; MIL algorithm does not take into account the scale change, starting from the #96 frame, the tracking rectangle is significantly larger than the real target. Compared with the four methods, the method proposed in this paper and the L1 method are both offset smaller, and the tracking is more accurate.
FIGURE II. TRACKING RESULTS OF THE SINGER1 SEQUENCE

B. Quantitative Analysis
In this paper, we take the center position error to quantitatively evaluate the algorithm. The results of the analysis are shown in Table III As can be seen from Table III , proposed method can accurately track the target of Faceocc2 . In the Singer1 video sequence, the results obtained by proposed method and L1 tracker are most similar; in the Faceocc2 sequence, proposed method obtains the minimum mean center error. Compared with the other three tracking devices, the tracker in this paper has the best tracking effect in Faceocc2 sequences. Considering the overall performance, the performance of proposed method is the best in the tracking process.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm based on collaborative template, and improves the performance of the template and the accuracy of tracking; the local image is weighted by sparse coefficients, which can better deal with the influence of occlusion on tracking; the dynamic template updating strategy is adopted to deal with the change of the appearance of the target. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has better tracking performance than IVT, MIL and L1 algorithm in the case of target rotation, scale changes and partial occlusion. However, when this algorithm is used for template update, the adaptive ability of the algorithm is decreased due to the fixed threshold.
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